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About This Game

Summary: Graveyard Smash is a tongue in cheek, small, retro-style, skill-based action game in which you play the protagonist
Manuel Rodriguez, the main groundskeeper of a local cemetery. Each night Manuel will run around on a randomly generated

map using his shovel to smash the ever growing number of Undead back into the grave and prohibit the Undead from attending
the mash.

The Story: Manuel, an ordinary graveyard worker, has found himself under the threat of the rising dead. He must use his elite
groundskeeper training along with his trusty shovel, Maria, to put the dead back in the ground and make sure they stay that way.

Game Play Highlights:
• SNES-Era action game (Whack-a-Undead)

• D-Pad + 2 Button like controls (Arrows/WASD + X and Z)
• Randomly generated Maps

• Randomized enemy Spawns
• SNES-Era on pick-up Power-Ups

• A story mode with cut scenes
• An endless mode for an endurance challenge

• Mouse Based UI
• Tower Defense like Health system vs. Player Health Bar

Other Important Information:
• Graveyard Smash was successfully KickStarted last November
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• Graveyard Smash is ready for immediate distribution.
• Graveyard Smash was developed in Unity3d and is available on multiple platforms.
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Title: Graveyard Smash
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Four Mans Games L.L.C.
Publisher:
Four Mans Games L.L.C.
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2016
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There's so much to comment on that I don't even know where to start. Let's see...

 The Game was clearly designed for tablets, with PCs only an afterthought. Changing the window size or attempting to
run in fullscreen mode requires a restart of the entire program, and tooltips are missing from most screens.

 No option for anti-aliasing. This makes the graphics look very choppy on all but the most zoomed in screens.

 The tutorial gives very little help in understanding how the game is actually played. Combat is not explained at all, and
no victory condition is given.

 The tech tree has remarkably unimaginative names (Planetary Construction 1, 2, 3, etc., Starship Consruction 1, 2, 3,
etc) and no explanation what benefit any given advance will give. (benefits such as "Reactor 1, Reactor 2, etc do
technically exist, but similarly lack any significant indication of their role, and no further menu delving is possible to find
out)

 The "seige" mechanics are excruciatingly drawn out. It's impossible to even attempt to take an enemy's base until you have
the appropriate tech (a feat in itself due to the obtuse tech tree issues listed above), and then requires specialized units
incapable of performing any other tasks or combat maneuvers. And even once you do get the Invasion ships onto the field
and attacking enemy bases, they actually regrow faster than you can cause damage, even with multiple ships at once.

 Base growth is randomized, making any attempt at strategy in them useless.

 All claims in the game synopsis about "politics," "espionage," or "trade" are simply false. There is a very bare-bones menu
which seems to try to address this, but it takes dozens of turns to even reach a coin flip decision on whether a "trade
agreement" will even be made, and there is no way to know what they even do.

 Hidden game launch icon location. It may sound silly, but after relocating my Steam install folder, I was unable to reassign
an icon to this game, (or the other two RPG games from Trese Brothers for that matter) leaving blank eyesore shortcuts on
my desktop. No ther game in my Steam library had this issue.. Short, but pretty cool (and cute).. would be even better if i
could shoot out the window like in real life
9\/10. The executable still has SecuROM in it even though it's been broken in Windows 10 since years ago.. This game is
very and very bad, this is a cr\u0430ppy clone of Audiosurf OR for example Neon drive

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/433910\/Neon_Drive\/

It's all around bad, I expected such a game to be driven by the Unity engine but it's powered by Unreal engine I guess
that makes things even worse.

-1st of all it sounds horrible - *Ambient* music - sounds more like ambient noise, hurts my head, on top of that every
passed block followed up with DING sound, can you imagine that you run through 500 blocks and it dings 500 times? It
makes you want to kill yourself very fast.

-Now another horrible thing about this suffer machine - VISUALS - you are chased by rainbow vomit, and it constantly
glowing and changing colors - EPILEPSY - On top of that EVERY GOD DAMN PASSED BLOCK REVERTS THE
COLOR SCHEME OF THE LEVEL - EPILEPSY. Even if you turn off the color change thing the game itself remains a
toxic colors mess, it hurts to play this thing.

-The game's concept is VERY simple, this guy made the exact copy of Audiosurf, every second it generates new
obstacle, speed increases every few obstacles until you die. This problem of this cr\u0430p is that obstacles generated
with randomizer with a set amount of holes and because of that - Very hard - difficulty is 5 times easier than normal ill
explain below
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Easy - 3 lanes - every obstacle contains 2 walls and one hole - short track and 33% of the space is empty - OKAY
Normal - 4 lanes - every obstacle contains 3 walls and one hole - very and very annoying because you are constantly
getting holes at the opposite parts of the track so when its speeds up you have to constantly mash your keyboard.
Hard - 5 lanes - every obstacle contains 3 walls and 2 holes - easy as hell because most of the road basically is empty and
it's very easy to reach 500+ lanes
Very hard - 7 lanes with 2 or 3 holes - Can be hard sometimes because the initial speed is high and the track is wide
enough to make this a problem
Insane - 9 lanes with 3 holes - basically it's really hard because once you face couple of lanes where it has 3 holes at left
then 3 holes at right you CAN press it fast enough buy your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665may easily get
stuck because it's not moving that fast sideways

-500 steam achievements - it has quite a few steam achievements but the problem that they are very hard to obtain, you
have to reach wave 500 on every difficulty + you have to farm something around 13 000 blocks passed to unlock all the
ships, don't forget that this game is suffering to play. You can buy a slow mode for 3000 - it changes the initial speed
modificator and increases the amount of the blocks passed to every speed increase, so you can actually reach 500 lanes
on every difficulty, but keep in mind that you WILL suffer from one more thing:
THE INITIAL SPEED ON EVERY DIFFICULTY IS MEGA SLOW - it takes \u0441rap ton time to get through the
very first 100-200 lanes, and then when it speeds up it's really easy to die on lane 400 or 500 and you WILL HAVE TO
SUFFER ALL OVER AGAIN.

+You can pause the game and take a break at any lane, pause is working good, it gives you like 1 second to understand
what is going on on the table when you unpause.
+\u0421\u043e\u0441k skin for your ship
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1115490366

It is a good game to gift to a person you hate.. For goodness' sake please at least give us the option to download an
uncensored version. I am 48 years old and far more offended by the now gibberish line "You I won't do what you tell
me" than I ever would be by the original first word of the line. The track is still worth having, but so help me I would
happily pay the same price again for an uncensored copy.

Given a credit card is required for payment, proof of age should not be a problem.

Sort it out Ubisoft!

By the way I play bass and Rage Against Basslines are good and funky to play...Know Your Enemy is probably my
favourite.. The best Tower Defense game on the market just got better! I loved the first game, and this game improves
on it in every way. It is bigger, more traps, levels, enemy types, and a lot more other stuff too.

By the way, most of the negative reviews are from people who are frightened by changes to the first game, or they say it
is grindy. But this is not true, I've played 41 hours and had no grind at all. Some of the maps I have replayed once or
twice but playing about 5% of the maps 3 times is not grind... The maps are fun and well designed, so why would you
not want to play it twice or three times?

So yea more traps, levels, enemies, everything. They also added a whole RPG style progression element so you can build
yourself up in many different ways of your choice, and you can respec at any time for free. There are other new features
too, and this is on top of a game that was previously already my favorite tower defense game. I have played hundreds of
these games, Kingdom Rush, PvZ, Bloons 1-5, Gemcraft, DG 1 and 2, DD, DTD, Fieldrunners, PWD, Sanctum 1 and 2,
OMD 1 and 2, Anomaly, Tower Madness, Creeper World series, and many more! And then many more other ones again
on the iPhone and Android. This one is my favorite.

I prefer TD games where you can shape the path of the enemies and make mazes for them, although games with fixed
paths can be a fun challenge too because it makes it all about the tower mixtures and not the shape the path. This game is
like the best of both worlds because you shape the paths but you still have to be efficient too, you can't just lead them all
over the map for an easy win.
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Really if you are a fan of these types of games, this one is one of the best you will find. I paid full price and it is so
worth it. I'm only at about 40 hours so far and no sign of any grind yet, and it is not feeling repetitive either. I have
enjoyed each level and the difficulty level is just right. By the looks of the world map I am still not even half way
through :)
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Short Answer: Bug filled mess at it's best, with enemies that don't telegraph anything.

Long Answer: The single worst game I have ever experienced. This is below even the Bubsy games, at least I could finish those.
Every enemy in this game has instant attacks, the game is grid based, except when it isn't and the delineation isn't clear. The
concept is interesting, but the execution is so poor that ramming your head into your desk until you forget about this game is a
better use of your money.. although this game isnt as good as loren the amazon was it is still pretty good. the story is pretty good
but it feels like it ends a bit too suddenly and the romances arent very long, there are a few scenes but it doesnt feel as deep or
meaningful like in some of their other games. im not too sure who i like out of the romance options because they are all likeable
and cute romances. i liked Cosa's romance the best so far, i feel that we get to know her and her cousin more and you can feel a
bit of a connection. although the "sex" scene did feel like it was rushed a bit but overall it was quite enjoyable. i liked the noble
elf romance (cant remember his name) because you kinda build up to feeling inimate with him but you dont really see him very
often and there isnt a lot of scenes for him. overall this game is fun if you like crafting and even if you dont you can play on
story mode where you can skip the crafting. the main character is cute and relateable because she has a hard time making
friends because of her race (dark elf) but she doesnt let that bring her down and tries her best to become the best alchemist. i do
reccomend this game because its enjoyable and cute but also is quite fun if you enjoy games from this company and genre ^.^.
iNK Stories and N-Fusion Interactive have taken the Telltale Games formula and applied it to a series of events that redefined a
nation: the 1979 Iranian Revolution. It combines dialogue choices, quick-time events, and a codex akin to historical footnotes
for a narrative loosely guided by three young men. Reza Shirazi, the player’s character, is a photographer documenting the
revolution at the behest of his childhood friend, Babak. Players are quickly given the opportunity to take on a more
insurrectionist role, and are encouraged by another character, Ali, to set aside the camera for a rock to throw at the police.

This choice, the balance between non-violent protest and full blown uprising, lies at the core of 1979 The Revolution in a way
I’m still struggling with. Is a peaceful option relevant if it won’t survive? Is a violent movement better than the alternative? If
you sacrifice your ideals to succeed, have you really succeeded? I don’t know- and The Revolution won’t tell me. Instead, it only
makes you consider the struggle of people who have made that choice, are making that choice, and will make that choice in the
future. In forcing me to think heavily on this and in telling the story of Ali, Babak, and Reza, 1979 The Revolution: Black
Friday succeeded. Its failings lie in the most interactive trappings- it’s most game-like elements.

First and foremost- for a game that has you progressing down decision trees constantly and includes a Telltale-esque “Babak will
remember that,” your selections don’t seem to have much of a meaningful impact outside of the immediate scene. This may in
fact be a good thing, as the tone of your answers can vary wildly from what you had imagined; iNK Stories would have
benefitted from something akin to Mass Effect’s Paragon/Renegade delineation. In that same vein, silence is not always an
option, instead, if a timer runs out Reza will reply with a pre-determined line which sometimes felt contrary to how he had
behaved based on previous choices. Finally, several of the quick-time events and interactions felt tacked on and broke up my
interest in the story. Speaking as someone who doesn’t play many of them, I think The Revolution 1979 may have been better
served as a visual novel, offering players a more focused narrative and dropping many of the interactive sections.

These issues are not the reason I will not be playing through the game for a second or third time. I’m not interested in redoing
my choices and seeing the alternatives because I am content with the story iNK Stories and N-Fusion led me through. It wasn’t
happy, and I think it could have been improved upon, but from an early confrontation with Ali, to a discussion of faith and
power with other revolutionaries, and to a quiet moment of reassurance from Reza’s father, the story that was told is mine. I
won’t play through the game again, but that doesn’t mean it’s done with me. Despite its technical stumbles, 1979 The Revolution:
Black Friday serves as a lens to not only learn about one of the defining moments of the last century, but to also consider the
question, “What are my ideals worth?” It’s a question I am going to spend a long time thinking about.
. Legit this weapon pack is just for the lols, they all have nice stats but are mainly for looks :P. It is a decent game for the
money. A lot of content, very beautiful cards, there is PvP. There is a strategy, you need to think a lot. What else is needed for
sensible game.. An arcadish rally game (no too much no too little but not a simcade for sure) that mimics the nostalgic times of
CMR. I pick this game for when I need a break from dirt rally.

Pros:
- Too arcade if you aren't into sim \/ simcade racing
- Hot seat tournament
- graphicly pleasant for it's age
- Healthy pool of locations
- 10 scale difficulty settings so you can always find the right difficulty for you
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- Cars don't feel the same, not even from the same manufacturer (cause of the team rating system - like moto GP games)

Cons:
- Cars feels too planted to the ground
- Stage repetition. There are 6 stages in every location but is actually one stage with changed start and finish location or in better
cases reversed. Most of U turns feels the same wherever you race in.
- Repairs have fix times (for more or less damaged module)
- Carreer become boring after a while
- Graphic options (it can be solve through nvidia control center)
- The internet settings. I am sure many people remember this game.
It was very popular back on bigfish and deservedely so.
We were spoilt in the early days and this game shows it ! An imaginative story, engaging and gripping; great voice overs,
beautiful graphics and LONG game play . The puzzles are somewhat reminiscent of the estimed Mystery Case Files (and of
course are by the same developers) so I really enjoyed the adventure. RECOMMENDED.. A Metal Gear homage game, but
without pretentious antiwar sermons or labyrinthine conspiracy theories. You play as the World Army, a vigilante group of
Expendables who make every special forces group in the world look woefully incompetent; the founder and leader of which is
J.J. Colt, LAPD SWAT officer and Mary Sue extraordinaire.

Not that any of this is a bad thing. It's a lot of fun.

With appearances by Hideo Kojima and Sylvester Stallone.. anyone who bought this on steam ed can do nothing about the
refund meaning you have to go through steam and if you have owned it for a while steam will not refund it so your stuck with a
useless dlc. The game is quite rough around the edges, it has a long way to go if it is to compete with the likes of Gorn or even
Swordmaster VR.

Very interesting concept\/enhancement for the games when it's farther along... but as of this writing it has playability problems
that make things a bit difficult to play with.

I'm looking forward to the fixes in later versions. It looks like a lot of fun, but I would advise waiting... just in case.

Pros:
Nice atmosphere, well designed graphics.
Reasonably good sounds too.

Cons: (I'm sure the developer will address all of this in later patches.)
Although the game claims "Anything can be used as a weapon" (At least in early areas), not much is. Enemies do not drop
weapons, and nothing is within reach.
Movement once the game is started does not seem to work.
Collision physics are a bit wonky. Things that should hit don't, things that shouldn't do. Wind up flailing randomly because it
makes very little sense. (Which works??)
When "Hit" they use the FPS cliche of surrounding the view with red, but the way it's implemented shrinks the vision down to a
basketball after the first hit making it very annoying and difficult to see. Since there's no healing\/regen, after that 1st hit, you're
stuck with the deminished view permanently.
Game over screen may say you've won, or lost, incorrectly.
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